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T H E  A R T  &  S C I E N C E   O F  M A K I N G  W I N E

Does it resonate? As you move forward
through these steps what you desire needs to
be resonating within your souls core. Where
there is conflict let there be peace, where
there is uncertainty let there be assurance. If
your longing is in harmony with your purpose
it will vibrate on that same frequency and
there will be harmony. 

Many manifestations are sabotaged due to a
lack of patience. Patience is more than a
virtue, it is giving space and respect to the
divine timing of the all knowing Universe.
Patience will serve you well and if you are
truly in alignment with what you are wanting
to manifest you will not question the timing
around it appearing. Patience is about
trusting, it's about knowing and it's about
letting go.

BE GRATEFUL

STAND IN TRUTH

Everything is al ive, aware, and responsive to your intentions 
and energy. Energy flows where attention goes.

S T E P  1

Gratitude is more than a word and it needs to
become more than a word that simply passes

through ones lips. To truly be grateful we must
be satisfied with all that we already have.

Within true gratitude is found the sweetness of
contentment. When gratitude shifts from being

simply a word into becoming a way of living,
that's  the beautiful moment when you will see

the power of gratitude working within your life,
day in and day out. 

When we are out of alignment with our true
purpose, we tend to desire things that are in
conflict to that purpose. The important
question to ask yourself is; are the things I
am wanting to attract into my reality going to
serve me? Are they going to move me forward
in my purpose or take me from it? Do these
things pass the measure of truth? Only you
can know and when you come from a position
of truth, truth will guide you. 

S T E P  2

THE WORLD IS AS

YOU SEE IT

S T E P   3

You and you alone create the reality in which
you exist. Through the energetic powers of

visualisation and intension will come the
outcomes you long to see. Let these things

occupy your thoughts, your senses. Live within
the energy of seeing them come to life and

made manifest in this physical realm. Remember
everything is spirit and everything responds to

vibrational energy. Know your vibrations

MAKE THIS 

A RITUAL 

S T E P   7

The universe is limitless in all possibilities.
Everything is connected, all is possible. Rest in

this and have peace around what you are
wanting to see manifest. Letting go of doubt

and "what if's" is making way. Confidently walk
forward with expectation and gratitude in your
heart. Be found in this space as many times as

you possibly can, every minute of every hour of
every day. Make this your ritual and have peace. 

 

RESONANCE TEST
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MAKE WAY
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KNOW PATIENCE

S T E P   6

MANIFESTING THE IMPOSSIBLE

Longing for something without taking action is
simply wishful thinking. If you are confident that
what you want to manifest is going to serve you
and appear, there needs to be action from you.
In the same way you would prepare for a visitor
to arrive prepare for the appearance of your
desired manifestation. Make way for the
appearance of your beautiful manifestation each
and every day. Expect it to appear in divine
timing.

W O U L D  Y O U  L I K E  M O R E  R E S O U R C E S ?


